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"The author writes with a storyteller's eye; his tales are
rich in detail, his observations are noteworthy, and his
prose is often filled with wry humor. The pictures he
paints of colorful personalities are endlessly appealing.
An insightful, often funny account of a man who follows a
fiscally rewarding path but knows that life's meaning
involves more than money." - Kirkus Reviews In this
book, the author recalls his career and explores how to
afford retiring while also coping with the existential crisis
that so often goes along with leaving a job that's defined
you. Drawing on his career and personal experiences
preparing for retirement, he reveals how the prospect of
retirement compels us to ponder what to do with our time
and often requires us to find a new identity. Join the
author as he rises up the ranks of banking and finance,
helps people navigate financial challenges, and shares
how to avoid the retirement-saving missteps and
mistakes made by so many others in Gulag 401k.
Bob the Blob is about a husky boys journey through life
in the 1950s and 1960s. The setting is Dugger, a small
coal mining town in southern Indiana. Bob relates funny
stories about his family which include his grandparents,
parents and two older brothers. Many of the towns
characters are also mentioned. He tells stories about
what it was like to live in Dugger and all the escapades
he had with his brothers. Everything from funerals,
shopping, haircuts, Friday night at the movies and family
vacations are included in Bobs book. One interesting
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aspect of Bobs life was that his grandpa and both
parents were the town doctors. Many of his tales involve
being the son of Drs Joe and Betty and the grandson of
Dr. Fred. Bob the Blob had his ups and downs but he
always prevailed in the end!
Replete with photographs, “TALES, OBSERVATIONS &
NOTES: BOB AN ACTOR’S MENTOR” is a fascinating,
informative and educational journey into New York’s
cultural, quirky and serendipitous world of acting and
directing. Compellingly, through Bob, we meet the
irascible Stanley Kubrick, just prior to his making “2001:
A Space Odyssey”. We learn how the film auteur
manipulated all those he encountered, including Bob, in
order to achieve his goals. The reader also discovers
Bob’s origins as a dedicated mime and actor. Then,
through a series of uninhibited and intimate interviews
with selected students, the reader learns about Bob’s
techniques and artistic impulses as a beloved, inspiring
and nurturing acting teacher. Finally and most invaluable
to any student of acting and lover of the craft, there are
the notes: a priceless guide for anyone, but especially for
those endeavoring to hone their craft, technique and
knowledge of the seriously entertainingly world of not-so
make believe. This is a must read.
This collection of twenty-four short stories focuses on
diverse experiences in small Michigan communities
during the second half of the twentieth century. It
addresses such topics as racial conflict and harmony,
white collar crime, college life, family dynamics, tragedy,
aspirations of young athletes, growing up, personal
rejection, dishonesty in academia, unusual mentors, less
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than ethical policemen, class conflict, and career
triumphs of a twice unhappily married woman.
Michigan's Polish, Finnish, Irish, Hispanic, and Asian
cultures are highlighted. The stories present the human
side of life in American small towns from the relative
ease of physical entry into these communities to the
psychological difficulty of exit.
Brian was born and raised in Brantford, Ontario, Canada.
He served four years in Ghana, West Africa as a
volunteer with CUSO, Canadas version of Peace Corps.
He taught high school English in Ontario before working
as a Union organizer until his retirement. A chapbook of
some of his poems Murder, Mayhem and Misogyny was
published by www.laurelreedbooks.bravehosts.com, He
has written and produced a c.d. called Songs of Love,
Longing and Loneliness. He annually revises his
travelogue Think Belize! His one-act play Many Years
Ago will soon be published by XLibris. Brian is working
on a novel set in Belize featuring some of the characters
in the Belizean Sextet. His blog on Belize is available at
www.briansbelize.com. In retirement, Brian and Evelyn
work on their flower and vegetable gardens and raise
poultry in their hobby barn. They both look forward every
year to the next season of plays at the Stratford
Shakespearean Festival and their next winter adventure
in Belize.
Tales of the Heart is an anthology centered on romance
as a consistent theme. The stories vary widely to provide
snapshots at different ages, stages of life, and
circumstances. Some dreams come true in life and
others do not. People are faced with hardships and
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challenges seemingly as a consequence of being born
into this world. What they do with those challenges
differs a great deal. Usually it doesn't come down to
clearly delineated choices between right and wrong,
rather it seems there are shades of gray with 'in between'
options where a person makes their unique choices
based on their personal lives and experiences. There are
ample poignant moments, compelling story lines, and
some blood pumping adventures.
While it is relatively easy to make an intelligent person
appear ignorant, it is impossible to feign intelligence.

Stories depict the life of J.R. "Bob" Dobbs and the
SubGenius church he founded after nuclear war
decimated the Earth
Joe Pieri used to be one of the Glasgow's bestknown restaurateurs and ran the remarkable Savoy
cafe. His cafe attracted the lowlife during the day but
was cleared for theatre-goers in the early evening
before returning to service prostitutes and villains
late at night. Here, Joe witnessed all human life as it
ebbed and flowed through the doors of the Savoy
and it is largely from these experiences that he has
compiled these tales written in the guise of 'Mario',
the cafe owner.
Finding Emma is a fantastic story of adventure and
love intertwined with the true historical events of the
1860s American West and the clash of white and
Native American cultures. The fictional couple, Bob
and Emma, like thousands of emigrants, is thrust
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into this sometimes violent period, where their
strength of character, their hope, and their love for
each other get tested by the transforming events
brought on by the civil war and the clash of white
and Native cultures on the Great Plains. While many
of the historical events of this period have been
recorded, the lives and stories of many thousands of
Native Americans, mountain men, traders, freighters,
emigrants, farmers, and soldiers have been lost to
history. This book invites you to follow the trials and
tribulations of our fictional couple as they travel on
the Santa Fe Trail to the emerging trading markets of
the Southwest, only to be derailed by renegade
Comanche and Sioux who attack their wagon train
and change their lives forever. The story is set
against the actual historical events and places of the
period and will keep you spellbound until the
dramatic and violent conclusion of Bob and Emma’s
odyssey.
This is a story of a life; actually, it’s the story of
multiple lives. To truly understand each tale, you
have to go back to the beginning. And that beginning
takes you to Iron Mountain, Michigan, where I was
born on December 20th, 1924, the second son of
Clyde and Permele Luke. The “Bob” in the letters is
my older brother, Dr. Robert C. Luke. Two years
older than me and twice as cocky, Bob and I had a
love-hate relationship. Writing to him as I did was my
way of telling him about the things that were
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happening in my life, but also a way to reminisce
about the things that I experienced and wished to
remember. Much of the book centers around the
events leading up to my wedding. Meeting my wife of
63 years, our courtship, the wedding from hell, the
years in between, and ending with our separation in
2012 when Beverly passed on, is the cornerstone of
my life story. But there is so much more, so much
that happened before Bev flipped off the big black
bear (read on!), so much that occurred prior to our
having to deal with Bridgers and red necks in
Florida. World War 2 had a profound impact on my
life, as it did on every American who is part of the
“Greatest Generation.” Putting my recollection of my
time on the island of Sumar in the South Pacific on
paper has allowed me to contribute to our country’s
story. My history is the history of thousands of other
sailors who were tens of thousands of miles from
home, fighting a war and wondering when we’d get
to go back home. My wish is for everyone who reads
this book to smile, and remember their own life story,
and enjoy mine.
A gas-station attendant waits wistfully for a
mysterious young woman in a Mustang; astronauts
find a promising, but curiously empty, planet; a
modern corporation enjoys an eye-opening
transformation; and an Irish lass gains enduring
fame in post-colonial Pennsylvania: These and other
"preposterous accounts" await readers who
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appreciate a wry angle and a wicked wit in this
eclectic collection of stories....
This laugh out loud Memoir is a kaleidoscope of
tales that take us on a journey through a
dysfunctional life. With issues like; your best friend is
a superhero and he's stuck in a dumbwaiter. Your
leader finds it tough to motivate the troops when he's
bouncing off the BX9 bus and into oncoming traffic,
NY legalizes topless dancing, a runaway lion, and
you've got till noon to leave the state of Illinois. In a
one of a kind hot-rod, Bob reminisces about his
encounters with a motorcycle gang, two guys that
changed the face of the American automobile,
vampires, lesbians, and a drunken game show host.
Step up to the plate with the greatest legends of
Padres baseball—newlyupdated!
This carefully crafted ebook: "B. M. BOWER Ultimate
Collection: 35 Novels & 16 Tales of the Old West
(Illustrated)” is formatted for your eReader with a functional
and detailed table of contents: Flying U Series Chip of the
Flying U The Flying U Ranch The Flying U's Last Stand The
Phantom Herd The Heritage of the Sioux Rodeo Dark Horse
The Flying U Strikes The Happy Family Ananias Green Blink
Miss Martin's Mission Happy Jack, Wild Man A Tamer of Wild
Ones Andy, the Liar "Wolf! Wolf!" Fool's Gold Lords of the
Pots and Pans The Lonesome Trail and Other Stories The
Lonesome Trail First Aid to Cupid When the Cook Fell Ill The
Lamb The Spirit of the Range The Reveler The Unheavenly
Twins Other Novels The Range Dwellers The Lure of the Dim
Trails Her Prairie Knight Rowdy of the "Cross L" The Long
Shadow Good Indian Lonesome Land The Gringos The Uphill
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Climb The Ranch at the Wolverine Jean of the Lazy 'A' The
Lookout Man Starr of the Desert Cabin Fever Skyrider The
Thunder Bird Rim O' the World The Quirt (Sawtooth Ranch)
Cow Country Casey Ryan The Trail of the White Mule The
Parowan Bonanza Points West Hay Wire Fool's Goal Tiger
Eye Trails Meet Bertha Muzzy Bower (1871-1940) was an
American author who wrote novels and short stories about
the American Old West. She is best known for her first novel
"Chip of the Flying U” about Flying U Ranch and the "Happy
Family" of cowboys who lived there. The novel rocketed
Bower to fame, and she wrote an entire series of novels set
at the Flying U Ranch. Several of Bower's novels were turned
into films.
Into the Sun puts a human face on the business of American
politics. It also makes you rethink what you believe about
Washington. When Neil Volz moved from small-town Ohio to
Capitol Hill he was a young idealistic college student. Twelve
years later, he was a high-profile symbol of Washington
corruption. A former lobbyist and public official, Volz paints a
vivid and disturbing picture of his rise and fall. He ushers the
reader in to the clandestine world of congressional deal
making and special interest lobbying, all the while telling of
his journey down the slippery slope of personal corruption.
The book describes first-hand what it was like to be a target
of a Justice Department investigation, as well as a
government witness during the worst political corruption
scandal since Watergate. The author outlines important life
lessons he learned from the experience. And raises
fundamental questions about the role of money of politics.
How do people become corrupt? Is it an individual failure? Or
the result of a failed political system? While Into the Sun is a
personal story about hope, failure and faith, it also a larger
story about how Washington works - and how it doesn’t.
Gypsies, freak shows, funeral rites, Native American folklore,
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legendary national leaders, and enthralling tales of hordes of
immigrants, trend-setting business titans, gritty steel mills,
and the painful decline of one of America's premier industrial
corridors all are featured in the social and cultural collection of
articles titled Memories and Melancholy: Reflections on the
Mahoning Valley and Youngstown, Ohio. This riveting
nostalgic anthology includes topics: Idora Amusement Park
Mill Creek Park Canfield Fair Downtown Youngstown Grand
Movie Theaters and Department Stores Eclipse of Heavy
Industry Historic Points of Interest and Area Museums
Mahoning Valley Traditions and Customs Isaly's Dairy Stores
Lake Erie and Geneva-On-The-Lake William Holmes
McGuffey Warner Brothers Harvey Firestone Packard
Brothers President William McKinley Joseph Butler and the
Butler Institute of Art Holiday Recollections Seasonal
Reminiscences Connecticut Western Reserve Territory
Austintown, Boardman, Canfield, Poland And Many More!
There isn't another book on the market like Memories and
Melancholy: Reflections on the Mahoning Valley and
Youngstown, Ohio. If you love to go down memory lane and
revisit almost forgotten lost times, places, personages, and
events, you will want to add this unique new release to your
library.
Mostly True Tales from the Life of BobXlibris Corporation
Refusing to go to hell in spite of his technical disqualification
from heaven, murdered African-American everyman Tempest
Landry is sent back to Harlem, where a guiding angel tries to
convince him to accept judgment.
Offers a historical look at the life and career of Bob Dylan
from four perspectives: his relationship to blackness, the
influence of his singing style, his image on film, and his
songwriting.
Five Irish musicians and entertainers, who have been working
the road, usually solo, since the early seventies have put
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together this collection of personal stories about their lives.
It's all here: the bars, the gigs, the guitars, the audiences, and
the occasional fights; the hotels, the club owners, and the
oddball characters met along the way; the women, the music
and more. This is great storytelling, often hilarious, ribald, and
sometimes poignant--a wild, fun ride through the world of
traveling musicians.
Jw Grodt's first volume of Dark Tales: Tales of The Tellers is
a taste of his vivid imagination. These ten tales contained
herein are excellent for fright and delight. All pre-screeners
have rendered opinions from fun to frightful. So if you like
stories that keep you on the edge of your seat, stories that
send a little chill up your spine, tales of creatures, vampires,
an occasional werewolf and just some downright sick people,
then follow along as Grodt spins the tales as they were told to
him by those who lived them. Some you will feel sorry for,
some you will despise and some you will not wish to believe.
So take this book home, enjoy its juicy contents and don't
worry, Volume Two is in full swing.
Robert Hilburn's storied career as a rock critic has allowed
him a behind-the-scenes look at the lives of some of the most
iconic figures of our time. He was the only music critic to visit
Folsom Prison with Johnny Cash. He met John Lennon
during his lost weekend period in Los Angeles and they
became friends. Bob Dylan granted him his only interviews
during his "born-again" period and the occasion of his 50th
birthday. Michael Jackson invited Hilburn to watch cartoons
with him in his bedroom. When Springsteen took to playing
only old hits, Hilburn scolded him for turning his legendary
concerts into oldies revues, and Springsteen changed his set
list. In this totally unique account of the symbiotic relationship
between critic and musical artist, Hilburn reflects on the ways
in which he has changed and been changed by the subjects
he’s covered; Bono weighs in with an introduction about how
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Hilburn’s criticism influenced and altered his own
development as a musician. Corn Flakes with John Lennon is
more than about one man’s adventures in rock and roll: It’s
the gripping and untold story of how popular music reshapes
the way we think about the world and helps to define the
modern American character.
Ralph Maltese was born in 1946, a propitious time for
experiencing postwar euphoria, Cold War angst, civil rights
protests and progress, the Viet Nam war and anti-war
activism, the rise of feminism, and of course, the Beatles. In
short, Ralph’s life represents and reflects the turmoil of a
critical time in history, and his writing makes that time come
alive. He was born in the Bronx, where he lived until the age
of 11. Ralph taught English for 38 years in the Abington
School District. In 2002 he earned Pennsylvania Teacher of
the Year status; trips to the White House as well as to Space
Camp were highlights of his recognition, but the most
significant benefit was the opportunity to meet dedicated
teachers from around the country and the world and to
spread the “gospel” of quality teaching. He is the author of
two books about the art of teaching, A Class Act and Project
Based Learning: 25 Projects for 21st Century Learning. A
lifelong reader and writer, Ralph has distilled his childhood
and adolescence into a memoir, with his dad Mahogany Jim
at the core of many adventures and many lessons. These
stories are not always happy-go-lucky, carefree tales…but
they are true and meaningful and ultimately profound.
Hamlet Way is nestled deep in the heart of England. A small
village where people live simple lives, but their existence
hides murder, mystery, love, loathing with a little laughter and
sadness. Each villager has a tale to tell, layered by surprise
and intrigue. As the story enfolds the reader will travel on a
journey of revelation, as they learn more about the people of
Hamlet Way.
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“Do you think you could teach Rock Hudson to talk like you
do?” The question came from famed Hollywood director
George Stevens, and an affirmative answer propelled Bob
Hinkle into a fifty-year career in Hollywood as a speech
coach, actor, producer, director, and friend to the stars. Along
the way, Hinkle helped Rock Hudson, Dennis Hopper, Carroll
Baker, and Mercedes McCambridge talk like Texans for the
1956 epic film Giant. He also helped create the character Jett
Rink with James Dean, who became a best friend, and he
consoled Elizabeth Taylor personally when Dean was killed in
a tragic car accident before the film was released. A few
years later, Paul Newman asked Hinkle to do for him what
he’d done for James Dean. The result was Newman’s
powerful portrayal of a Texas no-good in the Academy
Award–winning film Hud (1963). Hinkle could—and did—stop by
the LBJ Ranch to exchange pleasantries with the president of
the United States. He did likewise with Elvis Presley at
Graceland. Good friends with Robert Wagner, Hinkle even
taught Wagner’s wife Natalie Wood how to throw a rope. He
appeared in numerous television series, including Gunsmoke,
Bonanza, Dragnet, and Walker, Texas Ranger. On a
handshake, he worked as country music legend Marty
Robbins’s manager, and he helped Evel Knievel rise to fame.
From his birth in Brownfield, Texas, to a family so poor “they
could only afford a tumbleweed as a pet,” Hinkle went on to
gain acclaim in Hollywood. Through it all, he remained the
salty, down-to-earth former rodeo cowboy from West Texas
who could talk his way into—or out of—most any situation.
More than forty photographs, including rare behind-thescenes glimpses of the stars Hinkle met and befriended along
the way, complement this rousing, never-dull memoir.
Although many opera dictionaries and encyclopedias are
available, very few are devoted exclusively to operas in a
single language. In this revised and expanded edition of
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Operas in English: A Dictionary, Margaret Ross Griffel brings
up to date her original work on operas written specifically to
an English text (including works both originally prepared in
English, as well as English translations). Since its original
publication in 1999, Griffel has added nearly 800 entries to
the 4,300 from the original volume, covering the world of
opera in the English language from 1634 through 2011.
Listed alphabetically by letter, each opera entry includes
alternative titles, if any; a full, descriptive title; the number of
acts; the composer’s name; the librettist’s name, the original
language of the libretto, and the original source of the text,
with the source title; the date, place, and cast of the first
performance; the date of composition, if it occurred
substantially earlier than the premiere date; similar
information for the first U.S. (including colonial) and British
(i.e., in England, Scotland, or Wales) performances, where
applicable; a brief plot summary; the main characters (names
and vocal ranges, where known); some of the especially
noteworthy numbers cited by name; comments on special
musical problems, techniques, or other significant aspects;
and other settings of the text, including non-English ones,
and/or other operas involving the same story or characters
(cross references are indicated by asterisks). Entries also
include such information as first and critical editions of the
score and libretto; a bibliography, ranging from scholarly
studies to more informal journal articles and reviews; a
discography; and information on video recordings. Griffel also
includes four appendixes, a selective bibliography, and two
indexes. The first appendix lists composers, their places and
years of birth and death, and their operas included in the text
as entries; the second does the same for librettists; the third
records authors whose works inspired or were adapted for the
librettos; and the fourth comprises a chronological listing of
the A–Z entries, including as well as the date of first
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performance, the city of the premiere, the short title of the
opera, and the composer. Griffel also include a main
character index and an index of singers, conductors,
producers, and other key figures.
Presents a collection of anecdotes from the team's celebrated
history, describing such celebrated figures as Curly Lambeau,
Vince Lombardi, Bart Starr, and Reggie White, and their
many triumphs.

An account of the NBA from 1956 to 1966, after the
introduction of the 24-second shot clock, highlights those
who dominated the sport during its "glory days,"
including Red Auerbach, Wilt Chamberlain, and the
Boston Celtics.
Desperate to escape a life of poverty on his desolate
home planet, Ryck Lysander enlists in the United
Federation Marine Corps, hoping to make a better future
for himself. However, Ryck soon discovers that the
Corps is more than a means of escaping his former life
as he is pushed beyond the very limits of his strength
and willpower. From bootcamp brawls to skirmishes with
galactic pirates, Ryck's new life presents him with
unimaginable adventures and forces him to prove his
mettle as he forges his new identity and fights to earn his
place as one of the Brotherhood of Marines.
Forty-six years later those words still ring true: there has
since been no book that has brought to life early Calgary
the way that Eye Opener Bob does. Perhaps more
importantly, it's the closest we'll ever get to Robert
Chambers Edwards-Eye Opener Bob -the irrepressible
editor of Calgary's most singular newspaper, and the
city's most singular denizen. Bob Edwards was a true
Canadian original, the prototypical hard-drinking, pull-noPage 14/16
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punches editor of the Calgary Eye Opener-at the time
the largest paper between Vancouver and Toronto, with
a circulation of over 30,000 copies. A paper with the
power to elect or dethrone governments, to bring the
mighty CPR to reform its ways, and to skewer the
pretensions of society like few before or since. Eye
Opener Bob brings this fascinating character to life in all
his glorious self-contradictions. MacEwan arrived in the
city at just the right time to write Eye Opener Bob-the old
Sandstone City hadn't yet been whitewashed over by the
new money from the Leduc gusher, and there were still
living people who had known Edwards. MacEwan
ferreted out their stories as only he could do, combined
the interviews with hard research, and the result is Grant
MacEwan's best book by a country mile. Eye Opener
Bob can be enjoyed on its own or as a companion piece
to the new compilation of Edwards's writing,
Irresponsible Freaks, Highball Guzzlers, and Unabashed
Grafters: A Bob Edwards Chrestomathy.
Bestselling author David Dalton goes in seach of the real
Bob Dylan in an electrifying biography that puts all the
others in the shade. As an artist Bob Dylan has been a
major force for half a century. As a musical influence he
is without equal. Yet as a man he has always acted like
an outlaw on the run, constantly seeking to cover his
tracks by confounding investigators with a dizzying array
of aliases, impersonations, tall tales and downright lies.
David Dalton presents Dylan's extraordinary life in such
a way that his subject's techniques for hiding in full sight
are gradually exposed for what they are, Despite the
changing images, the spiritual body swerves, the
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manipulative nature and the occasionally baffling lurches
between making sublime music and self-indulgent
whimsy, the real Bob Dylan has never been more visible.
Among the eyewitnesses cited are Marianne Faithful,
Allen Ginsberg, Andy Warhol, Larry 'Ratso' Sloman, Nat
Hentoff, Suze Rotolo and many more. Yet in the end it is
Dalton's impressive ability to find revealing patterns in
Dylan's multiple disguises that reveals more than we
ever expected to learn about the real man behind the
Dylan legend.
This unique collection of wit, wisdom, bar recipes, and
trivia was created by Bob Sciascia, the genial barman on
the ferry that crosses Long Island Sound between Port
Jefferson Long Island and Bridgeport, Connecticut.
These stories originally appeared in The Sydney Bulletin
This title presents a guide to the city of Singapore, where
traditional style and modern chic blend seamlessly. It
introduces readers to the best hotels, resorts, spas,
shops, galleries and restaurants.
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